The ROOMROVER™ Provides a Personal Touch and Precise Record for Seniors

ROOMROVER is a personalized online video technology connecting Seniors with their move consultant in real time. ROOMROVER simplifies the estimating process by providing a 2-way recorded video chat that’s easy and fast.

A Moves For Seniors consultant can virtually walk with the resident through their home. Our consultants ask questions, offer suggestions and learn more about the Senior’s current and future needs.

ROOMROVER provides the Senior the ability to discuss all the needs for moving, storing, gifting and disposing of belongings and heirlooms. Our consultants help guide Seniors through the planning, preparation, services and costs of packing, moving and unpacking. ROOMROVER works wonders in providing a clear vision and plan to ensure a Senior’s move is simple and stress free.

Moves for Seniors invite and encourage Community marketing teams to schedule the ROOMROVER on-site tour at the Senior’s present home. It is a great asset for the Community sales team to gain insight about the unique interests and individualized needs of each Senior to help close sales and assure an onboarding success.

Accurate Estimate Eliminates Confusion

With the Moves for Seniors’ ROOMROVER program, the client receives accurate estimates based on recorded video walkthroughs. It minimizes pricing discrepancies and cost confusion, creates an accurate record of items’ conditions, and helps document all items moved to prevent confusion post move.

Since 2007, Moves for Seniors has been dedicated to serving the moving needs of seniors nationwide. We can coordinate every part of the move into your community including packing, organizing, relocating heirlooms to family and taking away items no longer needed with simple and affordable pricing options.

MOVES FOR SENIORS IS CHANGING THE WAY SENIORS ARE DOWNSIZING FOR A BETTER LIFE.
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